The rapid evolution of pathogenic RNA viruses presents a major challenge for scientists and others fighting to control transmission, predict and prevent future epidemics. Foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV), the picornavirus responsible for the eponymous disease, is one of the costliest livestock pathogens across much of the globe. Understanding how the virus changes over time both within hosts and through chains of transmission is of central importance for vaccine development, vaccination and quarantine strategies and international trade regulations. Cloven-hoofed animals including swine, cattle, and other domesticated and wild bovids are susceptible to the disease. Importantly, cattle and buffalo can be long-term carriers of the virus with the role of these animals in transmission being an active subject of research. Recent publications examining the full-length FMDV genome have begun to explain the complexities of the quasispecies and its behavior through transmission events and within hosts. Several of our lab's recent publications have addressed the question of which factors are responsible for inducing the carrier state. Our current endeavors build upon these concepts with detailed genomic study of FMDV in experimentally infected cattle through the acute and persistent phases of infection. Beginning with a heterogeneous inoculum mirroring the diversity that might be seen in an intensive farm outbreak, we have followed the progression of consensus genomes in twelve steers through different stages of disease including incubation, clinical disease, and the post-acute carrier state. In this study, we have documented convergent novel mutations at the canonical host cell entry RGD motif. We also characterized divergent minority genomes that, through powerful selective sweeps, became dominant at distinct points of infection. This study included both vaccinated and unvaccinated animals, with protection correlating with different patterns of viral evolution, notably at major antigenic sites. This is the first study to evaluate the full consensus genome of FMDV at distinct stages of infection, thus revealing significant micro-evolutionary events that can be of substantial benefit to disease control strategies and epidemiological modeling. The next stage of this work, supported by preliminary NGS data, will incorporate quasispecies-level analysis, elucidating the dynamic selective and population pressures during viral infection.
